
Prologue V1-1

There was much debate as to whether or not this issue was merely for practice or if it 
holds some standing in the overall story.

We can agree that there are relevant bits of information found in this issue, especially 
when it comes to the items that accompanied it.
!
! Areas of note:

• Obituaries
• Four pictures with common ground
• Crossword
• Horoscopes
• NY Socialite

!
! Items:

• 2 Brass Tags (with different numbers)
• 3 Obituaries (Stephen Ellis, Patrick Morensen, Anthony Dubois)
• 3 Membership Cards (Anthony Dubois, Horace McCabe, Patrick Morensen) 

each have one-fourth of a circle with different ranks given to each person
• Hyak Steamboat Ticket (Various Numbers)

The possibility of Patrick Morensen being two different people (Father/Son) was 
discussed as well.

The steamboat tickets remain a mystery, as well as their relevance.

Knick-Knack Metropolis V1-2

It was suggested that we explore the “UFO/Conspiracy Theory” lead a bit more to see if 
it somehow ties in with the main story arc. 

! Areas of note:
• Dancing Men
• Crossword
• Horoscopes
• NY Socialite
• Four Pictures with common ground
• Bridge Letter
• The Video
• UFO/Pulsar Project

! Items:
• Burned Membership Card (Only visible words: “Andrew M” “ARC”)
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• Burned Piece of Wood w/Evidence Tag: 10/05/69
• Rock and Ore Sample Physical Analysis-Chilawack Progress April 3, 1994
• Cloth with Symbol
• Brass Tag (numbers not yet confirmed)

Some brought up the possibility of the symbol, found on the cloth, being carved by a 
beast of some sort or having something to do with the Ahuizotl in some way or other. It 
was decided that we should explore the origin of the symbol and it’s possible meaning. 
It was also brought up that perhaps the beast featured in each issue may have some 
kind of tie in. It’s another possible avenue to explore.

The four pictures have yet to be solved.

The Bridge Letter remains a mystery. It can be found in the wiki along with the items 
found alongside it.

The transcripts for the Video can be found in the wiki.

Ye Martian Weyfarere V1-3

Areas of note:
• Crossword
• Horoscope
• NY Socialite
• Four Pictures with common ground
• SZ
• Postcard

Items:
• Postcard: Michigan Battle Creek “Travel to a place that does not exist, a place you 

have never seen, from there visit Andrew. You will see such sites!”
• Menu: SZ Annual Gala Saturday April 23 (Woldorf Astoria)
• 2 Small Gemstones (various shape and color)
• 2 Cards: “A danish nobleman with an unlucky name” “An artic bird’s view of Prendel’s 

Foe”

The Gemstones were somewhat forgotten about and should be explored, if for no other 
reason than to cross it off the list relevant items.

While discussing this issue, the topic of the “Curator” came up. It was agreed, and later 
confirmed, that the Curator is the missing rank in the Membership Cards. Some mystery 
remains as we don’t know who the fourth person is, we don’t know who was in the 
video, and we don’t know if they have any tie with the Curator at all. 

Also, why is Stephen Ellis relevant enough to include an obit of? He’s not a member.
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**I don’t have many notes on the discussion about this issue because it seemed like 
everyone was pretty much on the same page. If you have any questions on this issue, 
feel free to check the wiki, Sitting Room, or email anyone of us.

The Feline Nemesis V1-4

This is the part in the story, where everything gets a little messy. At this point we have a 
lot of loose ends and many people began to put a lot of focus into solving the Bridge 
Letter.

! Areas of note:
• Crossword
• Horoscope
• NY Socialite
• Crossword Numbers
• Four Pictures with common ground

! Items:
• Crumpled Paper: “I tracked them to four locations. They meet in the middle.”
• Postcard depicting a Witch Trial
• Bag with 2 different symbols on each side
• Paper with a triangle
• Feathers, Stones, Some kind of nut

There was some time spent discussing the symbols found on the bag and their 
meaning/origin. Native American? Alchemy? These have been added to the list things to 
solve. The mention of Zosimos has led some to believe that they be alchemical 
symbols. This has yet to be confirmed. 

There was some discussion at this point about the mystery surrounding the vagueness 
of the ‘Louisiana’ location. This will should be explored as well.

Again, many loose ends at this point. Check the wiki for the list of all unsolved 
mysteries.

The Venerable Store of Nell V1-5

Areas of note:
• Crossword
• Horoscope
• NY Socialite
• Bound Man
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• Letters in the Margins
• Four Pictures with common ground
• Strips of paper with messages
• AM

Items:
• Metal forged into an object with leather cordage attached (confirmed Troll Cross)
• Orient-Express Ticket: Randolph Sinclair (various ticket numbers)
• Parchment with MCP symbol: “can be found in the country where four travelers meet”
• Postcard of a Red Fez: Blank except for “A.M.”; Something written in a different 

language
• 10 Telegraph-type messages from A.M. all about Christopher

This, being the latest issue, is still being worked through. There was some discussion 
about the possible meaning of the Postcard but nothing was agreed upon.

New person to puzzle over: Randolph Sinclair?? It was brought up that the “Sinclair” 
name has major ties with illuminati. 

It was at the point that the discussion made a major turn towards possible ways to solve 
the Bridge Letter. It was at this point were I took my leave. I believe that the letter 
discussion will also be added to the wiki and, as far as I know, continues to be a major 
discussion in the Sitting Room.

**I apologize if I left anything out, as I was not counting on the chat discussion to be 
clipped as we advanced. Next time I will be more adamant about saving as I go.

-Mouse
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